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MACLACHLAN’S TWO VICTORIES

Squadron Leader J.A.F. Maclachlan, Fighter Command’s one-armed Hurricane

described the destruction of his two enemy bomber victims over Northern

France last night, when he got up today after a few hours sleep - "shorter sleep

than usual," he said, "absolutely dreamless".

"I went to one aerodrome from which the Hun raid this country but there was

nothing doing"
,

he said* "So I pushed off to another about ten miles away*

"Three huge black bombers were circling round, at about 2,000 feet* I chose

the nearest, followed him for 2 minutes at 200 as he was going in to

touch down, I lined him up beautifully in my sights* "Then he was just right I

pressed the button*

"I remember seeing the rings round the exhausts glowing beautifully as my

four cannon let him have it* One second! s bursts was enough - there was a shower

of flashes, the engine fell out and the whole place lit up like daylight* , ..

"I turned and watched the bomber fall straight down and. burn on the ground.

There was a pillar of dense black smoke lit with a cheery pink glow on the

underside. It looked good,*

"But I’d, no time to watch, and, turned away to see another, an He*lll

caning straight at me* A one second, burst from my cannon set his port engine on

fire. Bunches of sparks, bits of tin and other oddments came flying off and it

locked good, too* I gave another burst for luck at the other engine and then

formated on him as he went into a shallow dive*

i

"I kept about a 100 yards away and, watched the Heinkel flying along, flames

leaping back from it. As it got lower, the trees and. bushes were lit up, it

hit the ground and spread, forward, like an unopened, fan, picked, out in bits of

flame where the burning wreckage spread.*

"I was really bucked* I circled round, to look for the third Hun but

couldn’t find him.

"There was nothing else to do there so I cracked off home after about six

times round.

"But the^ night’s work wasn’t done, for on the way back I saw a train - the

long trail if smoke condenses in cold weather* I went down to make sure it was

a goods train and, then gave it a two seconds' burst. Little explosive twinkles,
like fireworks sparkled, about the engine and. it came to a. stop emitting clouds

of steam. The column rose 500 feet and I gave the engine a final burst for

luck and. then turned for home.

"My squadron had ’bagged.’ eight definite destroyed, sane more probably

destroyed, and 17 trains since the last moon - that’s almost quits for my arm.


